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Introduction 

These notes are based on a webinar where we presented with Matt Collingwood of VIQU Recruitment.  

The goal of the webinar was to explore how old-school recruitment practices that gradually became 

impractical or not cost effective could be reintroduced and combined with modern techniques and 

technology to deliver a significant edge. 

We covered several topics, but the main ones were: - 

1. How to get your recruiters to use the phone more. 

2. How to get your CV’s read first. 

3. How to be the first-choice supplier for your clients. 

We were unable to cover the following topics but have provided some notes for you instead: - 

4. How to create a massively effective and unpaid sales team. 

5. How to get more offers from interviews. 

What follows is a record of the key responses they gave. 

But before then a short story. 

On the first day of my recruitment career I was ushered into the office of the MD of the company. He 

did this with all the new recruits and it was supposed to be a pep talk.  

I don’t recall much of what he said except that we were professionals like lawyers or accountants and 

our job was to help our clients make the right hire with as little inconvenience to them as possible.  

I still see recruitment in the same way now: we are professionals who people consult with to help 

them make the right hire. The points raised in this guide we made in this light. 
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How Can Your Business Survive Covid? 

Anyone under 30 has probably never worked through a recession, and anyone under 40 is unlikely to 

have worked through a recession as a business owner. 

The reality is that the downturn and the challenges that will arise from it mean that you will need to 

have a plan.   

 If you haven’t done so already look at reducing any committed spend, you can only spend your 

money once and you may need it much more in the future.   

 Are you able to diversify and potentially move into new markets if your current market is no 

longer suffering?   

 Aim to keep your core team together and protect your staff as well as the clients that you 

have.  You can’t just sit tight and take furlough, you will have think about how you can fight 

your way out of this, then you stand a chance at coming out as a stronger business. 

 

1. Getting recruiters to use the phone more 

Current Challenge 

It appears that many of the newer recruiters prefer to use email or LinkedIn to contact candidates and 

clients alike rather than pick up the phone. 

Whilst these modern tools certainly have their place in the modern recruiter’s tool kit so does the 

telephone and, of course, video conferencing. 

We ran a poll of the attendees which found that most respondents wished their people would use the 

phone more.  41% said that there was not enough phone usage. 

Old School 

Mike pointed out that he was equally nervous of the phone when he started in recruitment in 1988 

and had there been email or LinkedIn, he would probably have used them. 

Instead he was trained for 3 months to make the telephone a powerful sales and relationship building 

tool.  
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The training consisted of two parts:  

 2 to 3 hours a day making calls and then having them critiqued by his boss. 

 Listening to his boss make similar calls and then being invited to make comments and ask 

questions. 

The training revealed there were only ever 7 initial responses to any call and concentrated on making 

sure Mike could deal with each response. There were still only a finite number of responses to your 

responses. Again, when Mike was familiar with these, he could call clients or candidates confident that 

he could deal with any situation that arose. 

After 3 months Mike was not only a very competent phone user but also very confident too. All that 

phone-phobia he had started with disappeared. 

From that point on the telephone became his favoured sales and relationship building tool. It probably 

still is. 

Matt pointed that with over 20 years in recruitment he viewed the old school art of recruitment as 

selling, building relationships and adding value and felt that the best recruiters today are those that 

use those proven techniques combined with the latest tools and technologies. 

Mike and Matt are both of a generation where there was no choice: you had to pick up the phone to 

communicate.  Times change and we now have a generation of people who rely more on technology, 

using email and social media as they are comfortable using these methods to communicate.  

Technology isn’t a bad thing, but it seems to be the preferred method of communication these days.  

There is generally a reluctance amongst many younger recruiters to pick up the phone and have the 

confidence to make the call and run the risk of rejection. 

Modern techniques and technology 

With video training courses it’s easy to help recruiters not only understand how to deal with any 

situation they may encounter on a telephone or video call but also why these devices are so powerful. 

However, online training has its limits. On its own it doesn’t work for most people because they often 

lose interest and momentum before they finish the course. 

The only successful way to do this is with a blended learning model. In other words, some online 

training to accumulate knowledge and then a mixture of assignments and real-life monitored 

experience followed by constructive feedback. 

With video conferencing this can take place even if your team is not sitting with you. 
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The best leaders are those who work hard to lift the skills of their teams.  A combination of training 

and coaching where people can have the opportunity to listen in to your calls allows them to pick up 

techniques from you.  In return you can listen into their calls and give them some tips and hints on 

how they can improve. 

It’s probably better to start by conducting these calls in private but as their competence and 

confidence grows they must become used to making calls in public. 

As their leader you must make them believe that ‘there is nothing you can break that I can’t fix’. Once 

they understand that you can help them polish them telephone technique by sitting in on calls and 

critiquing them, you will help them to gain confidence in themselves.   It tends to take about 3 months 

for a person to gradually build in confidence and feel happy making calls. 

Cold Calling 

Mike and Matt had slightly different views on cold calling. 

Matt is a big fan because he is good at it and has delivered some great results. Mike believes to be 

successful at cold calling takes specific characteristics and a lot of experience. This is not common so 

it’s hard to build a business on people you can’t easily find. 

His view is to create a lead gen and conversion process that deskills new client acquisition and creates 

warm calls rather than cold ones. This is called an AIDA Connection campaign. 

Any owner of a recruitment business will undoubtedly be good at new business, they will actively like 

doing it and be happy making cold calls.  The majority of people don’t like making cold calls and they 

never will – probably down to the fact that they don’t like being told no, but if you have people who 

can cold call in your organisation then they can work their magic for you.  

Mike and Matt are both keen to use a tool to assess a possible new hire’s suitability for using the 

telephone before you make them an offer.  SPQ Gold is an example of an assessment tool that can 

help in this respect (other assessment tools are available). 
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Getting Past the Gatekeeper 

This is a major hurdle that all new business generators will face at some point because most hiring 

managers and decision makers are protected by their gatekeepers. 

Telling lies or trying to trick them is a huge mistake and should be avoided at all costs. You will be 

found out and that will blow your chances of building a relationship with the hiring manager in the 

future.   

There are products such as Lusha which can often find mobile numbers for your targets, this gives you 

the obvious advantage of having a direct line to them. 

Conclusion on Using the Phone more 

If you want your recruiters to use the phone more, you have to commit enough time and money to 

train them in the skills they’ll need and explain the unique advantages speaking to somebody has 

over emailing them. 

You should also provide significant amounts of 121 time to let them listen to you and you them, so 

you can embed and so implement what they’ve learned. 

 

2. How to get your CVs read first 

Current Challenge 

When they have a requirement the Inboxes of hiring managers will be bulging with candidate CVs. If, 

as looks very likely, we enter a candidate rich period where there are many more candidates than 

jobs, this will be even worse. 

The challenge is how do you get your CVs favoured so that a) they will be read by the hiring manager 

and b) he or she will give your CVs priority over those of your competition. 

To be fair, this has always been the case. In fact, I’d say it was tougher when all we had to deliver our 

CVs was a fax with a continual roll of paper that had to be torn off or sending them through the post. 

If you didn’t make your CVs stand out, you probably wouldn’t make a placement!  
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Old School 

There are three ways to get your CVs looked at first by hiring managers: - 

1. Build a strong a relationship with them based upon trust and rapport. 

2. Consistently make your CVs the best they get.  

3. Present a batch of CVs in person. 

Back in the day when our minimum contract margin was 19%, commission only got real at 24% and 

the big money came in at 30% plus there was plenty of time to build relationships. We were especially 

encouraged to keep in touch and meet hiring managers when there were no active requirements. 

This is when relationships are really built. 

As for CVs, we were encouraged to write 3D CVs that brought together our knowledge of the hiring 

manager, the role and the company with our knowledge of the candidate. What resulted was not a 

sales document that only highlighted where the candidate fitted and omitted the parts where they 

didn’t fit, because that doesn’t build trust. 

Our profiles, as they were called, gave the whole story including a suitability matrix and an objective 

consultant’s comments section. We were also trained to write them in a way that clients appreciated. 

Faced with a mountain of CVs to read hiring managers are drawn to those that they know are accurate, 

relevant and easy to read. They are using the “consultant” part of recruitment consultant to help them 

get the right candidate. 

It was also very common to create a batch of CVs and then have a meeting with the hiring manager to 

discuss them in person. Clearly not every hiring manager would agree to this but the ones who liked 

and trusted you were more likely to do so. 

The benefit of this approach was obvious. Immediate feedback and the chance to change their minds 

on candidates they rejected but you knew were worth interviewing – but you’d better be right if you 

do this. 

Our client relationships often reached the stage where teams of contractors were placed without 

interview based upon my recommendation and an understanding that I would resolve any quality 

issues if they arose.  

When you reach this stage it’s relatively easy to keep the competition out and make loads of 

placements. 
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Modern techniques and technology 

As margins dropped the training required to produce 3D CVs became less feasible. Added to that, a 

lack of time restricted the non-operational relationship building meetings that were necessary to build 

strong relationship with hiring managers and candidates. 

These factors, coupled with a lack of time to do it, meant that presenting CVs in person also became 

impractical. 

But we now have video interviews, video conferencing, online training and social media. That changes 

everything. 

You might not be able to see people to build personal relationships, but you can still call them, have a 

Zoom downer (a video drink after work) or a Café Zoom meeting. Added to that social media is a great 

way to build e-rapport with people you’ve never actually met. 

Building personal relationships in bulk has never been easier! 

As for pretty much everything else we’re going to cover online training and videoconferencing makes 

training people to build 3D CVs practical again. You can also interview your candidates at length, so 

you add that extra level of confidence in the hiring manager that you’ve done a thorough job on the 

selection. 

Finally, providing you have the trust of your hiring manager, and they see a benefit for themselves in 

doing it, you can also arrange a video conference to present your CVs. Some won’t do it, but you’ll 

place more people with the ones who do, providing you’ve done a good job on the candidates. 

If you want your CVs to be the first choice of your hiring managers you need to build trust and 

rapport with them, even when there’s no work to be had. Couple this with the presentation of 

objective and accurate 3D CVs, perhaps delivered over Zoom and you have a real chance of winning 

the CV war. 
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3. How to be the first-choice supplier to your clients 

Current Challenge 

In a world where the cheapest wins this might seem like an impossible dream, but it needn’t be. 

Not all clients buy on price, although in a client market of the sort we are now entering, that will 

become more prevalent especially as some of the bigger agencies begin to buy the market. Which 

they tend to do. 

If you’re just one of many it’s hard to make big money. In fact, you must work hard just to stand still 

because of the fierce competition to get job roles. 

A study by the Bain Group in America of 360 accountants and the suppliers discovered some amazing 

trends in the way clients and suppliers viewed service levels. 

When asked “do you think you provide an exceptional service to your clients” 82% of the accountants 

believed they did. When their clients we asked the same question only 8% agreed with them. 

Even more interesting, when the accountants we asked why clients left them they cited “cost and 

technical ability”, they were actually 8th and 9th on the clients list. Number one with a whopping 67% 

was “they just didn’t treat me right”. In other words, the clients felt unloved and uncared for. 

This Perceived Indifference can make clients vulnerable to approaches by other agencies. 

Old School 

There were three things we did to improve our chances of becoming, and remaining, a hiring 

manager’s first choice agency: - 

1. Be great at what you do, as we discussed in the previous section. Deliver accurate and relevant 

3D CVs that are easy to read or don’t deliver anybody at all. 

2. Practice extreme client care. This means that each hiring manager has a contact regime which 

means there are ideally 23 non-work-related interactions a year. 

3. Get to know their preferences and interests and then feed them so that they feel special, 

appreciated and understood.  

I always treated my clients 95% the same as my friends. Some didn’t respond to this, but others did 

and they’re the ones that made my fortune. 

Even when markets drop, you’re going to be OK because you get the requirements first. It makes a 

massive difference to your growth and security.   
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Modern techniques and technology 

As we mentioned in the previous section technology can come to our aid. We not only have video 

interviews, video conferencing, online training and social media but we also have powerful CRM 

systems that can run contact regimes. 

Meeting people online for social reasons is easy and but still give you the chance to learn about them 

as people. Armed with these preferences you can begin to make them feel special and add real value 

to them. 

As for this last point, these days we can use content to deliver a lot of value to our clients and 

candidates alike. You need to understand what people are going to find useful (else what you give 

them is just noise) but everybody appreciates being given something which is valuable to them. 

I honestly believe that by using blogs, vlogs, white papers, Infographics, online micro-courses, 

webinars and podcasts and making use of social media, video conferencing and the telephone you 

could build as many powerful personal relationships as you need from a beach in Acapulco!  

3 Tier Contact Regime 

Mike suggested the easiest and most effective way to combat perceived indifference was to create a 

framework for keeping in contact with your clients. This is called a 3-Tier Contact Regime and is driven 

by CRM. 

Matt said when it came to contacting clients a lot depends on their preferences. Some like to be 

contacted often, others less so. He has clients he contacts monthly, perhaps by a call on the drive into 

work. For others it’s every few months.  He suggested you find out from the client what level they 

expect, and then work to that. 

Exclusive relationships are they as common now as they were in the 80’s?  

85% of the contact placements Matt made last year were on an exclusive basis, it does come with 

trust and confidence and being willing to ask for the exclusivity.    All those were with direct manager 

contacts that he dealt with directly. 

HR departments tend to buy using a framework this tends to be based on the cost and he avoids them. 

In the 1990’s Mike had one client (Severn Trent Water) where initially they missed out on being on 

the first tier PSL and instead were placed on the 2nd tier.  By continuing to build and maintain the 

relationships with hiring managers Mike was able to grow from 1 contractor to 70.   
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He was the second biggest supplier even though his company got the requirements three days after 

the first tier. Proof that time and effort building strong and trusting relationships with the hiring 

managers is worth it.  

What is the optimum mix of business development for a team vs one-man band? 

Matt felt that as a one-man band it was of paramount importance to put new business at the centre 

of everything.  There will be obvious distractions such as building a website and handling accounts, 

but there will be time to deal with these aspects of your business over the weekend.  Focus your time 

and effort in the week on winning new business.   

Where are you going to get your clients from is the Number 1 question.  Set yourself some KPI’s and 

pledge to yourself that you will complete and hit them. 

Mike suggested for a bigger team the big money comes from your becoming first choice supplier at 

your established clients. Aim to work on these accounts and bubble yourself up until you are that first-

choice supplier.   

You need a separate function in the business geared towards finding new clients.  Build a process that 

identifies high-value new prospects and then starts a dialogue with them. From then on, it’s about 

building trust, confidence and rapport until you’re given the opportunity to supply.2 

Is Personal branding important? 

Both Mike and Matt thought so. A personal brand is all about the perception of you and people will 

use it to put you in a pigeon-hole when they first meet you.  

Consider another word for brand – reputation, they’re the same really. Your reputation is built on your 

values and your actions that support those actions.  If you have a clear set of personal brand values – 

a behavioural contact if you like – you are committing to certain things and if you stick to that 

consistently then your clients and prospective clients will put you in the right pigeon hole and it will 

make new business so much easier. 

Conclusion to Being the first choice of your clients 

Being the first-choice agency for your clients is a mixture of strong relationships, personality, 

competence and adding real value. Get this mixture right and you will be the natural go-to guy or 

girl for many of your clients – again this is recruitment made easy.   

If you don’t have a company mission statement already, I’d urge you to adopt this one “To become 

our clients first choice supplier”. 
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4. How to create a massively effective but unpaid sales force 

Current Challenge 

Ironically, we have more time-saving technology that we’ve ever had and yet we’re all short of time. 

There’s pressure to win new clients, secure plum requirements and of course, find candidates and 

place them. 

We have a lot of tech to help us do this but so do our competitors so it’s hard to leverage this as a 

competitive edge. 

In short, we must deliver more results with less resources and in less time. 

Old School 

I’d say this lack of time is worse now than it’s ever been and one of the things that gets squeezed out 

is taking time to think and then act smart. Many of us are measured and rewarded on activity such as 

number of calls made, and CVs sent. 

In the past, there were similar pressures and we lacked all the time-saving tech we have now – if I’d 

have had LinkedIn in the 90s, I’d have built a £100m company let alone a £40m one! 

But one thing we did have was a community of contractors we built relationships with that were every 

bit as strong as our client relationships. 

We’d see groups of them for drinks after work, take them out to lunch and regularly ring them up for 

a chat. We even had a Xmas do for all our regular contractors and their partners that we picked up 

the tab for. I think we peaked at about 500 guests one year. 

Imagine how they felt about us. We showed them loyalty, treated them professionally and gave them 

something back, usually in the way of beer and curry. 

In return we got massive amounts of loyalty which translated into hard cash. Of our five biggest clients 

three of them came from contractors making an introduction for us. In one case the contractor who 

introduced us was working on site through a different agency! 

Not only that but our unofficial scouts could be counted upon to tell me which of the other contractors 

on site were worth meeting and which were not. I even had some of the contractors in my network 

which were also hiring managers – which worked out well for me 
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Modern techniques and technology 

Using the same tools, you can build relationships with your key contractors and candidates. We have 

so many ways to keep in touch now that do not involve a 2-hour motorway journey followed by a large 

curry and then the same drive home. 

Recruiters are considered by most people who use them to be more interested in their money rather 

than having a strong relationship. Little wonder they act the way they do towards us. This is good news 

for those who do invest in building and maintaining strong relationships with their key candidates and 

contractors – they’ll stand out a mile and be rewarded for their investment. 

Again, social media, videoconferencing and the telephone can do a lot of heavy lifting for you. 

Once again, relationships make sales and sourcing candidates easier. Building personal relationships 

with your key contractors and candidates is a sound business investment. 

5. How to get more offers from interviews 

Current Challenge 

The interview has taken place and you’re waiting for feedback. If you call up too much, you’ll aggravate 

the hiring manager. If you don’t do anything you can’t inform the candidate of the outcome and the 

suspense is killing you. 

Should you be looking for some more candidates or was the one you had interviewed enough for 

them? 

Then, when the news comes it’s not good. You know the candidate could do the job, but the client has 

made up their mind and that’s that. 

This challenge has been around for ages, probably for as long as there’ve been recruiters, but it doesn’t 

make it any easier. 

Old School 

For those clients you had a good relationship with the feedback was normally swift and if not, ringing 

them to find out the news was like calling a mate. No problems at all. 

However, not all clients were like this so what about the rest? 

Well wherever possible I’d try to get in on the interview. This has significant benefits: firstly, you learn 

more about the candidate, the role and the hiring manager. I used to take a lot of notes! 
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Secondly, after the interview was over and the candidate had left, I could discuss the candidate’s 

performance. In some cases, you just learned your lesson for the next candidate whilst for others who 

you felt had been rejected unnecessarily, you could sometimes turn them around. 

The rule was you could sit in the room but couldn’t contribute until after the candidate had left.  

Also, for those hiring managers who weren’t comfortable with me being in the room I’d often go along 

and sit outside on the understanding I could enter the room when the candidate had left. Not quite 

as good but still worth doing. 

The upshot of this was our conversion ratios were very high, much higher than if we’d sent the CV and 

hoped for the best. 

Modern techniques and technology 

With video conferencing you can easily sit in on the interview, providing the hiring manager sees a 

benefit to themselves in letting you do so, of course.  

If you accept that not all hiring managers will let you do this but when put in the right way, others will 

be fine with it. Also, if you stick to the “keep quiet and take notes” rule I mentioned then there’s a lot 

to be gained here. Well worth asking anyway. 

I think a client letting you sit in an interview and then help them make the right decision (for them 

not you) are the hallmark of a strong business relationship. Your conversion rates will increase, and 

you’ll learn so much more about the interviewer and the role.  
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Summary 

All the old-school recruitment practices mentioned in this guide worked in their day. Most of them 

died out because they became impractical because of the drop in margins. 

However, with new technology we can do so much more for so much less and from anywhere on the 

planet. It does take a change in mind set to move away from a focus purely on activity towards overall 

results. 

It also requires an increase in classroom teaching coupled with workplace coaching, but the result can 

be spectacular. 
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